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with the support given them by the
public. They maintain their depart TO
ment without the aid of either city
or town, and their annual ball Is the
only occasion wiien tney ask the pub
A
lic to help them. And the ball is always worth twice tho money asked
for tbe tickets.,
The committees- who hud charge of
last night's .ball were as follows:
Executive L. W. Ilfeld, " W. O.
MASKERS AND SPECTATORS ARE Wood, W.'A. Givens, u. H. Baily, Luis UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORAGuerln, P. D. McElroy, A. T. Rogers,
TION APPEALS TO THE
:MOST NUMEROUS IN HISTORY
r Sry'Secundinb Romero, Howard Simp-kins- "
COMMERCE BOARD
OF THE COMPANY
and A. T. Sena.
. Finance and ticket office
L. C. Wit-teand
S. Rogers.
Charles
WANTS ORDERS SET ASIDE
EXCELLENT
ARE
COSTUMES
Reception U W. Ilfeld, W. O.
Wood, Ed Simpson, U Duran, Pablo
MANY ARE DECIDEDLY BEAUTI- Ulibarrl, Secuudino Romero, - G. A. BIG COMPANY SAYS IT WILL BE
FORCED TO OPERATE TER-- FUL AND MOST ORIGINAL
Guerln, Frank S. Guerln, M. A. EllsMINAL ROADS
worth and Charles Shupp.
IN DESIGN
Door A. T. Rogers, Sr., Luis Gue-rin- ,'
George Legs,' M. M. Booth, W. A.
CONTEST Givens, A. S. Sanchee, G. H. Simp-kdn- TRUNK LINES TO BE STOPPED
TANGO
ANEJtAG
Emil T. Tschann and L. J.
Thornhill.
THEIR PROGRAM OF DISCONTINUFURNISHED
FEATURE
THIS
Floor P. D. McElroy, C. II. Baily,
ING THROUGH RATES IS
GREAT AMUSEMENT FOR THE
Louis Shupp, W. H. Booth, and A. T.
DECLARED UNJUST
ONLOOKERS
Sena.
The judges, Mrs. Hallet Raynolds,
Washington, Feb. 24. Assuming
la attendance of both maskers and Mrs. H. S. Van Petten, Miss Louise
that
trunk line railroads are arrangW'ililam
and
Cunningham,
Springer
the
In
enjoyability,
spectators and
to
discontinue
Immediately
annual Washington's Herbert Clark, announced the prize ing
thirty-seconas
rates
Union
with
winners
follows:
the
through
B.
railway
the
Birthday masquerade ball of
the
South
and
company,
Newburg
and
and
company,
Queen
Fire
King
Ilomero Hose
Shore
the
Lake
and
company
Railway
PubKing, calling cards by Optic
which was given last night in the
Tjeirininail! Railroad (qompany, subsi31
one
and
dozen
company
the
lishing
pho
Duncan opera house, eclipsed
tos by Shumate studio, Mr. John W. diaries of the United States Steel corpreceding events. One hundred and
poration, atorueys for the corporation
Jr. r
floor
Harris,
on,
the
seventy-fivpersons were
today asked the interstate commerce
of
flowers
Queen,
bouquet
while
many
by
Perry
costumes,
The
en masque.
to
commission
the matter of
and"
one
Onion
dozen
L.
J.
seen
photos by
o them were repetitions of those
allowances to short lines of railroad
Miss Rebecca Henriquez.
Tooker,
diversimore
were
in former years,
serving industries.
Most Handsome Costume
fied and original than usual. Some of
The brief filed with the commission
First
and
ingenwhite
ostrich
boa
prize,
Lady
them were works of art
contends
that in the transportation ol
diff- by Strass Bonnet. Shop, Miss Fern
uity,, and the judges nad some
iron
and
steel products, and of raw
of
one
second
Fitch;
prize,
pair shoes
iculty in making their selections
materials, including coke and coal, it
Romero
Mrs.
Mercantile
'
by
company,
the winners.
has been the general custom from the
O. M. Ward-The opera house was beautifully
of the industry for the carFirst
Gentleman
nickel
plat- beginning
prize,
decorated for the occasion. The princars within the industry,
riers
to
spot
ed shaving sei by Winters Drug comcipal feature was the presence of the
to be loaded or unare
where
they
W.
F.
second
Doolin;
prize, pair
fire company's handsome team in dec- pany,
loaded
and
each car towed or
take
of Dent's kid gloves by Palace Clothorated stalls on the stage. The horses
untowed to the main line and that
Joe
company,
Elledge.
were surrounded toy red lights, and, ing
the rates on these commodities have
Most Original Costumewith their alert air and evident in
been continuous, constructed upon the
terest in the proceedings, presented a Lady First prize, toilet set by E. basis of cost of such services.
handsome appearance. The . decora- Rosenwald and Son, ,Lydia Ciddlo;
The petitioners contend that the
second prise,, imported table cover.by 'conihilaMOii'cbuia
h'ot'liave found that
.
Miss Carrie Greenber-gerbells, placed about the edges of the Qbaido Maloof,
the complaintant's railroads are plant
'
facilities. The general effect of the
gallery and at other advantageous
Gentleman First prize, umbrella
points.
report of the commission if carried inpresented by Mr. Greenberger, Arthur to
The doors of the house were opened
effect, It is held, will be to unlawsecond
framed picture
upon steel Industries the
at 7:15 o'clock and by 7:30 every seat Rogers; by J. prize,
C. Johnsen and Son, fully impose
presented
cost of operating terminal facilities
downstairs was occupied by specta- Charles Russell.
j
and to use line carriers to discrimintors. The galleries soon filled, and
Best
Acted
Character
evat
ate against industries located along
people stood in the aisles and
Lady First prize, silver mesh hand terminal railroads.
could
ery point where standing room
bag
by E. G. Murphey, Mrs. C. S.
The commission is asked to make an
be obtained.
second prize, automobile veil
Rogers;
order preventing trunk lines from carThe arrival of the maskers began
by Cellers Dry Goods company, Miss rying out the proposed continuances
early, and each was greeted: by ap- Lucy Cocooa,
of through rates pending a
plause. Some of the characters were
Gentleman First prize, tobacco jar
well acted, notably the washerwoman,
by Baily curio store, Charles Minium,
the hobo, the blind man, the policeman, second prize, box Of cigars, presented
the tailors' models and the summer by the Lobby, John Rudulph.
f WHITE SLAVE LAW
(girl. K. B. Riley, who took this latter
Most Appropriate Costume
part, had nearly everybody In the auFirst prize, one pair of
Lady
he
decide
whether
HELD III BE VALID
dience trying to
Diamond brand shoea by M.
Peter's
was a man or a woman. He wore no
to
and
awarded
Company,
Danziger
mask, but showed an ability to put on the dancing girl in red with spangles
evmade
that
just sufficient makeup
In her hair unclaimed; second prize, SUPREME COURT MAKES IMPORery woman in the house jealous.
TANT RULING IN THE WILivory backed hand mirror by Red
The music furnished by theSiml-so- Cross Drug company, Mrs. P. A. Linn.
SON CASE
and Cook orchestras, was excelGentleman. First prize, one box of
j
lent,
Interwoven hose by E. Rosenwald and
Washington,, Feb.,, 24. The constituWhen the maskers had ceased com- Son, Obarles Farley; second prize, tionality of the federal white slave law
ing the king and queen were crown- box of cigars by Charles Greenclay, was again upheld today by the sued. They presided with great dignity, Peter Oiddio.
preme court in the Wilson case from
.h
and occasionally joined their subjects
Most Ludicrous Costume
Chicago. The point whether the law
'
in a royal rag.
Lady, First prize, thermos, bottle by is limited to commercial vice was not
An interesting feature of the dance Rosenthal Furniture, company; K. S. involved.
was the ragging and tangoing contest.
Zoe and Charles Wilson, alias'Wil-lard- ,
Riley; second prize, dresser clock by
This was entered into with zest by Ike Davis, Miss Alva Fisnmirn.
were found guilty December 16,
the dancers who were keen to win Gentleman First prize, dress shirt 1911, in the United States district
the prizes and also to show their abil- by Joseph Taichert, Frank Fitch; sec- court here, of transporting (Flossie
ity. Some of the experts present in ond prize:, box" of cigars by V. Trader, Bion and Frances Vance from Mil.
the audience said the tango had a lit- Emerson Marshall.
waukee to Chicago for immoral
tle too much of the nature of a rag,
Prize Waltz
The Wilsons were sentenced
hut the steps executed were so well
Bes lady, Electric toaster by Las to three years' penal servitude each.
aone that the dancers made a decided Vegas Light and Power company, Miss The case was
fought on appeal up to
'.
' :.
hit The winners, it is understood, Alldredge.
the United States supreme court.
won the. prize by their clever execuBeet Gentleman, Navajo blanket,, by
tion of the "double-dip.- "
Charles Ilfeld company, Chub Swallow.
Much credit is due to the firemen
Best Juvenille Character
DEfCllTED LABOR CE'I
for the excellent way in which they
Girl Box of candy by Potter Candy
was
conducted the dance. The crowd
company, Miss Ella Booth.
shown ft good time, and the immense
Boy Box of candy by Potter Candy
number present was handled nicely. company, John Lucero.
Best' Rag Dancer
The firemen showed: their solicitation
for the safety of the' crowd by careLady Toilet set hy Bacharach MEN DRIVEN OUT OF SOUTH
AFRICA ARE GIVEN GIGANfully guarding against fire or panic. brothers. Miss Regina Stern.
Gentleman Frame picture by Las
One masker who appeared on the
TIC CELEBRATION
floor with lighted candles upon her Vegas Undertaking company, Donald
costume was required to have thera Hart.
Gravesend, England, Feb. 24. The
Best Negro Costume
10 labor leaders deported from South
extinguished. Without detracting from
the .beauty of this young lady's cosLady Coffee percolator by L. W. Africa last month after the general
tume, which was a prize winner, The Ilfeld, Miss Mildred Burda and Miss strike had been broken,, landed here
Optio W'ould like to remind her that Florence Ilensiley.
today from the steamship Umgeiil.
Kentleman Framed picture by Cen- The exiles, after declaring they would
she took a desperate chance when she
appeared with lighted candles, both' ter Block rharmacy, Mr. Peter Linn. refuse to leave tho vessel to remain
on board until tho steamer returned
Tango Dance
for herself and the people in the auBest, couple, gold medals presented to South Africa, revoked their decisdience and on 111 e dance floor. The
firemen did exactly right in having by K. J. Tanpert, Miss Loveta O'Brien ion, however, after a long conference
with British labor 'leaders, who had
the candies extinguished.
The firemen arc greatly
(Continued on rage Five.)
pleased
uranged a great welcome for them.
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head of cattle which did not be"- i
to him, and, furthermore, the I
day he came to see ine, he attempted 1
,.
to cowardly assassinate me.
I anticipated
his
"Fortunately,
TO
A
movement, and disarmed him. All
f
1 i At
these motives, and especially the last
named one, forced me to act severely
Eagainst Benton without taking into conm
jk i
i
sideration the f.act that he was a forare
I
crimes which
eigner, for there
THEY SAY BENTON WAS EXECUT-TEdo not wish to leave, unpunished.
REPRESENTATIVES OF
"Therefore he was executed with.
BECAUSE HE WAS A
CRANO LODGE VIEW TH
all justice and I am disposed to give
MEXICAN CITIZEN
PROPERTY
account of the execution to the'entire
world. Please make the above decla'
CIAZ GAVE HIM AN OFFICE ration to Mr. Carothera and to the
l '"'
American press..'
''General in chief,
FRIENDS OF DEAD
HOWEVER,
CITIZENS WILL-OFFETH
"FRANCISCO VILLA."
,SAy HE '21 AIMED TO
SPRINGS FOB A V.C
'
BE AN ENGLISHMAN, r
Not Taken to Chihuahua
INSTITUTION
Chihuahua, Mex., Feb. 24. In reply
to inquiries made at the penitentiary
ACTION. 03JNTEEYENTI0N here today by' Marion Letcher, the an
American consul, and the Associated
BRITISH NEWSPAPER SAYS THE Press, is was stated that Gustav VISITORS
ARE
i' . , i L - " l
Ranch, the American reported missing
SHOULD
UNITED
STATES
of the count v za
had never been there. At the city
PROTECT FOREIGNERS
hall the. American consul also failed
las ve;c3
to find any trace of the missing man.
.
El Paso
i
The 'Dinmilti.1'
Tex., Feb. 24. The atSays America Must Act
Loj tl (), i. r f . '
tempt of the Mexican rebels to estabLondon, Feb. 24. Sharp comment is u g the t t i i V (u ,
lish that William S. Benton, the Scottish ranchman, recently executed, was made by the Manchester Guardian to- liung pu Mbio : its fui t
s m.a.ii iuui fur , n i
a Mexican citizen, is based on a re- day on Sir Edward Grey's statement a nation
V
n
port that he once held some minor in the house of commons yesterday in arnvcd in Lntb Vt l ij
office while President Porfirio Ii;vz regard to the killing of W. S. Benton morning, acronym i ,1 , ,
was in power. This siutenieut was
by General Villa. The news- n etitdtion ot 1
member1- - of the k a' .' i
made, today at Juarez by Frederico paper auks; ,'
"Is it not. mere playing with words couimiltCH in i h a t
Gonzales Garza, counsellor to the comto say that, in 6 neb. cases, the United .J.nn;s lo tim.
mander of the garrison.
elatives here of Beuton say that the States had no responsibility. If that property.
1 ha
i
deeds to his Mexican property refer were so, the Monroe doctrine would be
commit oc to, him as a British subject and that a mere instrument of international
Irank J. Morian;:ii. liicsiiior .,
he was always careful there should anarchy. If we are not responsible, han Francisco lodut jj.-- . j,. ,.
'
be no doubt on this point.'.- In the then the United States is. We cer- a member of t. c r.
i
i
meanwhile the request of the state tainly do not wish to drive the United of the Btipn me la i
to
States
the
government
Intervention,
d
oi
at
lor
tl
nnh
j
'i
Mil
.Washington
department
handing over of the body of Benton but it can not deny to these powers New York C;iv, NT. v..
the right of defending their interests McGee, cha rm.m r i'..
has been, met. with silence. ,
'..General Villa has received tele- and at the same time refuse to de- distri t attorney f "
tiir-itself."
t
md al'o cciiini H
grams not only from many cities in fend
tire United States but from London.
lortw.
England Will Investigate
The British government has invoked
i
"Ih j rty 'i fr .
Paris and Berlin, asking for an exi .
planation- of the manner oi Benton's the good ofiices of the United Slates ,.i d
it ine (1
death. All the replies sent to in-- t government to nnre that there shall ' .) ,! te w
ii
i i
U 1
mi mm h ive h t n i'H s .1 ie iory of a hi I
anal
by General VKla i
court, martial and execution."
'
The finding in tha Imperial Valley of William S. Benton and the report its are scheduled.
of California" of Roger Laurence the ed disappearance of two Englishmen
It is understood that the eommlttei
Englishman who was reported miss- named Lawrence and Curtis. The In was favorably impressed with the
ing in Mexico, lea-I- to the be'ief here vestigation is to be made by Charles Montezuma property, which has been
that his alleged companion Curtis, Is Perceval, British consul at Galveston, offered as a site for the national tualso safe in the United States. No who has been ordered to Juarez. Con- bercular sanatorium to be established
trace, however, of U tvry Ccr.ipton for sul Perceval has been instructed to by the order.
whom the. American authorities were supply the most complete reports obAmong those who made the' trip,
with the Moose committee were Judge
'. tainable.
looking, has been revealed.
rSir Edward Grey, British foreign D. J. Leahy, Colonel M. M. Padgett,
Bauch Declared Free
An interview in the El Paso Times secretary,, told the house of commons II. W. Ilfeld, J. L. Tooker, P. Lme
Brit- W. P. Southard, Stephen Powers, P.
today quote3 Villa at .Chihuahua as today that Sir Cecil Spring-Rice- ,
an
ish
ambassador
Bauch,
at
Gustav
had Dowd, Ed Brice, J. W. Harris, Sr.,
he
that
gave
Washington,
saying
American citizen, his liberty at Juarez been Instructed to inform the United Robert Rainey, Perry Onion, Jolm
last Thursday. This statement contra- States government that Great Britain B. Harris, John Papen, T. A. Akor;,
dicts the official information given to considered it essential for a British J. W. Jones, Peter Olsen, Orrin Blood.
Thomas D. Edwards, American consul, consul to visit the spot where Benton Leo Tipton, Charles O'Malley, R. E.
Baer, H. B. Hubbard, Vincent Ti nder,
by General Villa, that Bauch had been waa killed.
Consul Perceval was instructed to A. L. Gump, D. W. Condon, Dun,
taken to Chihuahua, where his case
;
was being reviewed. ?
ask the United States government, as Stern, E. R. Russell, H. G. Coora, W
Great Britain had no means of com- J. Montaguej, Ed Gehrmg, A. T. HabVilla's Henchmen Anxious
It wasi learned today that Villa's municating with General Villa, to in- ere, Sr., Clarence Hen, D. L. Batche-lo- r,
P. H. EeNoir, Professor liufua
subordinates are somewhat perturbed struct the United States jjonnnl at
at the failure of their chief fo grant Juarez to inform General Villa and Mead, N. O. Hermann and Dr. F. E.
permission for the removal of Ben- to request an assurance that the Brit- Ohiey.
ton's body, arid" ono of them from ish consul should not. be .interfered
Juarea it is ;'p'iioiASea','ill go to With,
':'!.!.
Sir Edward Grey read a communiChihuahua to point out to' Villa the
'
suspicions which his- refusal has cation from the stata department at
aroused on the American side.
Washington to Sir Cecil Spring-Rice- ,
At Juarez officials profess to be- whk the British ambassador cabled
lirtiyLlJ
lieve that Villa's attitude is a mere to. the foreign office. It follows:
."Thti Btate department desires to admatter of caprice or stubborn pride
a
which friendly argument can
vise the British embassy that Instruc- PRESIDENT BEGINS DiSTRiBUT.
'ING PATRONAGE IS THIS
So far Americans do not know tion had been sent heretofore to the
STATE
even the location of the grave. The American consul at Juarez to make
state department has Instructed Thom- a most searching inquiry into the cirWashington, Feb. 21- - V- as D. Edwards, consul at Juarez, to cumstances attending the death of
he
so
far
ascertain where ft is, but
William S. Benton. The consul has Wilson today! made thfsa um
has had no suoceHs.
been Instructed to make every effort tions:
Associate justice ff tL h',
to secure the exhumation and examicourt
of Porto Rico, Ilaney M 1 ' -nation of the body of the deceased,
Saya Benton was Murdered
lnson
of Porto Rico.
to
take
statements
of
the
any and all
Juarez, Mex., Feb. 24. A telegram
e
.ii of
Surveyor-gene- i
the
whom
witnesses
can
to
he
find,
Chihuahua
at
in which General Villa
N . '
I
r'
Lucius
of
Dills,
ns
invesif-atlomedical
charges the late William S. Benton employ iu his
. ' . J
of )iTnl
Registrars
and
as
assistance
as
legal
be
far
may
with being a eatUa thief and having
I
Burnsida of SUv. i (
, N
"f,
committed four murders was received desirable and to do everything in his
f ,
N. M. ; F iimet r
Cruces,
to
elicit
power
the
facts."
at military headquarters this after.
". M-- ,
.it
America Is Cheered
noon. It follows:
Rome P. Donohoe cf Ttii'iu
,
The
Amcomprehensiveness of the
"I expected the scandalous AmeriM., at Tucumcarl
erican
exe
government's
me
about the
Investigations
can press to attack
.
' Receivers of puVi "i
cution of Benton. But I did not have called for three cheers in the house Ascarate of Las Ci i , " "
of commons. Sir Edward Grey added
any other remedy to avoid new atno reply had teen received to his duces; W. G. Cow
that
who,
tacks of the foreign lhiertistas,
M., at. noBwell X '1 , 1
to Consul Perceval.
communication
protected by the flag of their coun
Baca of Santa 1
y
try, believe that they are authorized
X. M.
('iineari,
to commit the gretiest crimes. BenBONDS ARE LEGAL
Denver. Teh. 24. .Tii,i::-W.
ton wa3,all his life a criminal of the
worst kind. In the times of Tin.tM Ml 'n f tl (1 f .it coi.'t t ' y en
CTl M I
i
t . '
and Creel, protected by these men, he tii iii' d ? i ii ii rer 'n
t
killed more than four men without any 1, I ! r.itie i fir?i (
I
,
t
P
after
r
whatever.
Tori
in.
Tbrn,
provocation
T
'
the taldng of Chihuahua, in combina- ff in ' f r f
1 r
"
tion with the above named indivnl-an- H e c i' t I i
' )
'
(II
h'
accord iiiJi t his own cont' . u po-e- s.
fession, he appropriated
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ALLEGATIONS
ARE
REGARDING
MADE
CERTAIN
OFFICIALS

SERIOUS

Trinidad, Colo.; Feb. 24. A clash
over the right of a congressional committee to inquireinto charges of corruption in local and state, elections,
an.il involving far, reaching issues of
state and federal;. jurisdiction, led today to the most dr'aniatic- scenes thus
far witnessed in the investigation of
the Colorado minm's' strike.
, At the end of two hours of wrangling, in the cour?$ of which the committee once completely reversed its
ruling on the admissibility of. evidence
corruption
relating to
in Las Animas and' Huerfano counties, the morning;' session; was adjourned with the 'understanding that
such evidence, in a limited amount,
and related strictly to matters within
the personal knowledge of; the witnesses, would be hwmi during tha afternoon. The commlttfto, annoimV.ed
that during the luncheon
'it
would formulate regulations,
under
which the evident would be received.
The final ruhnv- - r the committee
alleged-politica-

l

,"

c:!HKj.ka;

u

ii

wiiviL.-Th- e

order of Governor E. M. Amnions, prohibiting the importation of
strikebreakers into the Colorado coal
fields, and-itsubsequent .withdrawal
by the governor; were touched upon
at today's session of the strike investigation. E. P. Costigan, In
of R. J. Copeland, formerly employed as an immigration
agent by the Colorado Fuel and Iron
company, sought to secure an admission that the withdrawal order was
made In aid of an immigration project in which Mr. Copeland and; the
Joplin, Missouri, firm of Price !and
The w.ifr
O'Neill,, (were interested.
ness denied any knowledge of such
an element having inluenced the governor's action.
Judge J. G. Northcutt told the committee that the governor would appear in person and tell why he lifted
the bar against the Importation of
strikebreakers.
O'Neill transacThe Copeland-Pric- e
tion first was mentioned in the strike
investigation during tlie Denver hearthe
ing, when James
Adams,
first
peonage witness for the
strikers, said he had come to Colorado as a coal miner. Copeland, in
his direct examination last night, char
acterized Adams' testimony as false.
The question of alleged political activity iby the large coal companies
was brought up again today, in A.
Garner of El Moro, a veteran of the
civil war and ail old resident of southern Colorado, told the committee that
he had known of employes of the coal
companies working for certain candidates.
There were repeated clashes among
counsel regarding admissibility of the
evidence. Finally Fred Herrin?ton
suggested that E. P. Costigan wa attempting to fight over again his unsuccessful campaign for governor in
1912.
This brought a red hot retort
from Costigan:
"Mr. Herrington's insinuation was
deliberately offensive," lie l.old the
committee. He then declared that
the strikers proposed to prove that
political conditiona In southern Colorado had much to do with the calling
of the coal strike.
s
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Cincinnati, 0., Feb2i. CincinnatTs
higher social circles' were startled today when warrants' in tho municipal
court were issued for four prominent
men here-- charging thorn with
to the, dnlinqtwucy of a
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mm isn't

magistrates shall be void, and it, is
undoubtedly a fact that what are
known as common law iuarriaKea are
ambulance
service
that the antiquated
alid in this state.
.ji
of tbe"'inctropolis be improved. With
The supreme court of the United
mile
one
the
of
the exception
square
A
AT
LOHG
States
has passed upon this question
DEO
under the jurisdiction of the City of
in the esse of Meister vs. Moore, 9G
no
London, the English capital has
U. S., ,76.. In that case the learned
wheeled ambulances of any sort. At
court held that it wjis not essential
certain street corners throughout the Mrs. Aselin Was Restored to
that a minister or a magistrate should
various boroughs stretchers are kept
Pink-ham- 's
E.
be present at the time of the" entering
Health
Lydia
by
in boxes, the keya to which are In the
into of such a contract and further
EVEN
THE
PEACE
JUSTICE
OF
nearest
patrolman.
Vegetable
ENGLAND NEVER KEEPS DIPLO- possession of the
said:
IS NOT NECESSARY, SAYS
In eaeo of accident the victim must
MATS LONG IN LATIN-ACompound.
"Marriage is everywhere regarded as
MR.
CLANCY
be
can
await until sufficient bearers
POSTS
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is Us own punishment. Every vile act
cuts, off a part of a man's soul; so

that he is circumscribed in his enjoy,
ment. Even though he does not fester
in remorse, the wicked man's life ,1s
narrowed by sin; he cannot enjoy the
beautiful universe God has put him in,
so well as the decent man. This man
went to success in worldly things. But
in his success this is everlastingly
certain: Either he carried with him,
day after day and hour after hour, always the blowpipe hell of that girl's
great wrong, the picture of that shabby old father sobbing as he looked
at the picture of the Innocent girl
whose love had cost her life, or else,
hell Is quenched, the
if that blow-pip- e
man went through life with a calloused soul. Either fate is hell enough.
For it is a beautiful world; people
are full of love and joy and goodness;
every day brings some new proof of
the essential kindness of humanity;
"day unto day uttereth speech and
night unto night showeth knowledge."
Education is not necessary; travel Is
not required; rlohes do not help much;
fame Is not needed. . But blessed are
the pure in heart, for they shall see

HITE INSTRUCTS
STATE SCHOOL
OFFICIALS
HEAD OF EDUCATIONAL DEPARTINSTRUCTIONS
MENT SENDS
TO COUNTIES
,

cates or better, if they attend the full
term of eight weeks at either of the
state normal summer schools in 1914
and make satisfactory grades In two
units, will be excused rrom Institute attendance in 3915.
M$j
"12.
Holders of professional! life
certificates are required to attend institute or summer school aa least once
in three years beginning with 1914.
"13. Beginning with the next regular examinations for teachers certificates, applicants for second and first
grade county certificates muBt pass
examination also in one of the following:
Agriculture, domestic science
(including' Bewlng and cooking) and
manual training.
"14. Hereafter in order to secure a
certificate for institute- - attendance,
teachers must attend the' full 10 days
and shall be required to do work in
four subjects a day which work shall
be satisfactory to the county superin
tendent and the conductor of the Institute.
"15. Complaints reached the board
that prices had been erased from text
hooks used in the public schools and
that the books were being sold at ad
vanced prices in some Instances. The
state superintendent was instructed
to request county superintendents to
look into the matter In their respec
tive counties and report .Will you
kindly make the necessary investtga
tion and Bend a report as to the re
sults to this department?''

JARRING NOTE IN PROGRESS

"

Santa Fo, N. M., Feb. 24. A summary of the matters taken up by the
Entered at the postoffice at East
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With Advancement In Medical Science
Has Come the Passing of the
Family Physician.

p

Specialization which Is a sign of the
times, threatens some old customs.
Among the most significant changes
of today is the lessening field of the
family doctor. To him, as immortalized by Balzac, were confided the secrets, hopes and woes of many a
household.
Modern medicine with Its many
branches. Its specialties and
has perceptibly reduced the
.
scope of operation of this old stand-byEach ailment now suggests Its own
specialist One might almost divide
life Into the "seven ages of medical
treatment," from the obstetrician at
birth, the pediatrlst of early Infancy,
the orthopedic surgeon to correct the
natural deformities of childhood, the
oculist to prescribe the glasses of adolescence, the surgeon for the trauma-tim- s
of manhood, the metabollst for
the digestive troubles of middle life,
the aurist for the deafness of old
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And though the change brings with
It a higher degree of efficiency, there
Is much to regret in the loss of continuity of the friendship and counsel
in
of the family doctor.
the patient was personal. He knew
the physical weaknesses, as well as
the disposition of each member of
the family. He had followed them
from birth. He was more than a physician. He was a guide, philosopher
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special voltmeter and used for measuring at a distance the electrio potential of a conductor, which it does
at a distance of 50 centimeters in
the case of a current of not more than
300 volts and at a distance of three
meters in high voltage.
Another use Is the prevention of
the electrification of machines and
fibers in the textile industry
in silk mills.
This Is effected by dipping the textile Into a
bath containing a very small quantity
of radium and by applying radio-activ-e
matter to the cylinders.
Besides these applications, radium
is incorporated in manures, to which
it gives a highly stimulating;-effeupon vegetation.

Seizing Opportunity.
"How did you come to marry tie
lady who is now your wife?"
"It was very romantic We were
out skating. She went to a place
where the tee was thin and broke in.
I rescued her after a terrible struggle. Poor girl, she was nearly frozen
before we got home, but 1 proposed
to her on the way."
"For heaven's sake! Do you mean
to say that you made a declaration
of love to a girl who was soaked and
You had
icy and uncomfortable?
your nerve, I must say!"
"Maybe, but there's nothing like
striking while the Iron is hot!" Cleve-lanPlain Dealer.

,1

DUBINSKEY BROSS. INC. PRESENT

dium is undoubtedly that of a curative agent for cancer and skin diseases, it Is also of great value in other ways. A disk carrying a minute
quantity of radium Is attached to a

Eat Honey.
"Feed that child honey; it Is the
best thing to stop Its cold," said a
matronly woman to; a young woman,
whose little girl was coughing violent
ly. Honey is the extracted sweet of
flowers obtained by bees during the
busy summer for their own subste- nance during the winter. It is, to a
certain extent, natural food for man
kind, since a wild honey tree is considered a great find among all na-tions. If more people would eat.
honey, there would be few.er colda
There Is something about ,. It that,
seems strengthening to the lungs.. One
must use care In eating honey, how
ever,; for sometimes bees sip from
poisonous although fragrant 'beautiful
flowers, and the honey has i been
known to cause Illness.- - Indeed, there
are some people who cannot eat honey without ill results. But for those
who can, it is a grateful appetizing
and healthy food.

-

THE DUNCAN SrBh I

'.' Radium In the Arts.

While the most important use of

i'

vj'lr.

She sailed into the telegraph office
and rapped on the counter. The clerk
remembered that she had been there
about, ten minutes before as he came
forward to meet her. He wondered
what she wanted this time. fv
' Oh," she said, "let me have that
telegram I wrote just now; I forgot
something very important I wanted
to underscore 'perfectly lovely' in
acknowledging the receipt of that
bracelet Will It. cost anything extra?"'
"No, ma'am," said the clerk as he
handed her the message.
The young lady drew two heavy
lines beneath the words and said:
"It's awfully good of you to let me
do that It will pleaBe Arthur ever
so much."
"Don't mention it," said the clerk.
"If you would like it I will put a few
drops of violet extract on the telegram at the same rates."
You don't
"Oh, thank you, sir!
know how much I would appreciate
It I'm going to send all. my telegrams through this office. You are
so obliging."
And the smile she gave him would
have done any one good with the pos
sible exception of Arthur.
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State of New Mexico,
It is made the duty of all per
sons to make a return of all property
they own,, and those falling to do bo,
Laws

of the

1913.

within the time above specified, will
be assessed by me according to sec-

HEADACHY, COSTIVE,

of said Chapter 84 of the
state of New Mexico for
1UOOS,-"CASCAOET- SM
the year 1913, and a penalty of 25
per cent will be Imposed additional
me. You are further notified that
LIVER AND BOWELS ARE CLOG by
If
AT
person shall knowingly make
any
CEREMONIES
ISAUTIFUL
GEDCLEAN THEM TONIGHT!
or defective list of his propa
false
SCOTTISH RITE REUNION
FEEL BULLY
"
erty, he shall be liable to a penalty
IN SANTA FE
of 25 per cent upon the full amount of
bos.
Cet a
''
all taxes levied against him, and his
24'.
Scottish
Feb.
N.
M.,
Santa Fe,
Sick headache, biliousness, dizsrfness.
rate Masons from all over the state coated tongue, foul taste and foul property, and shall also be deemed
aciave arrived in the city to attend the breath Always trace them to torpid guilty of perjury and punishable
cordingly.
lourteenth reunion which opened
liver; delayed, fermenting food In the
M. A. SANCHEZ, Assessor.
yesterday ax. the Scottish bowels or sour, gassy stomach.
CHARLES H. STEWART.
iftite cathedral.
Poisonous matter clogged In the InDeputy Assessor.
So far, there are 21 in tie class but testines. Instead of being cast out
Into the
St is thought that a few more may of the system is
a wn!ri. rhnm or severe cut heals
iirrive by this evening.
blood. When this poison reaches the slowly if neglected. The family that
hjnvw
The fourth to the fourteenth degrees delicate brain tissue it causes con keeps a bottle of baulakl
with the gestion and that dull, throbbing, sick- t.tntmenT on hand la always pre
were conferred yesterday
2&e.
Price
accidents.
such
pared for
same impressive ceremonies as were ening headache.
50o and $1.00 per .bottle, sola Dy uen
rascareta Immediately cleanse the tral Drug Co. Adv.
witnessed at former reunions. The
gorgeous costumes, the magnieieent stomach, remove the sour, undigested
inn reward. 100
scenery, the deep rich tones of the food and foul gases, take the excess
Tha rfiadiws of this naner will be
cathedral organ, the impressive sin- bile from the liver and carry out all r.innoc.,1
in inam that there is at least
gingadded to the beauty of the cere- the constipated waste manner and one dreaded disease that science has
monies In which many prominent Scot poisons in the bowels.
hoon oVla In raire In all 118 stages,
A Cascaret
ti.sli Rite Masons of Santa Fe and oth-- r
tonight will surely and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
is the only positive cure now
New Mexico cities took part
straighten you out by morning, fa y Cure
to the medical fraternity. Caknown
box
This is the class:
work while you sleep a
tarrh being a constitutional disease,
treatment
Cornelius Curran, Sugarile; Dr. Fred from your druggist means your head requires a constitutional
internal- rum
taken
is
rotorrh
Herbert B. Ger-- clear, stomach sweet and your liver uoii'o
tvi. Evans, Dawson;
"O"
blood and
the
upon
directly
Adv.
acting
ly,
iart, Santa Fe; Dr. John L. Hobbs, and bowels regular for months.
mucous surfaces or tne system, mere-"Raton; Harry Q. Hogle, Santa Fe;
rtwatmvtnor the foundation, of the
Charles llfold, Las Vegas; Jean A.
disease, and giving the patient
ASSSESSMENT NOTICE
strength by building up me constituJeacon, Colorado Springs; Noel L.
tion and assisting nature in doing Its
E. Las Vegas, N. M., Jan. 6, 1914.
Johnson, Hope; Arthur Van Kauble,
The proprietors have bo much
1, the work.
that
Notice
is
given
hereby
Sugarite; William Langley. Sugarite;
In its curative powers that they
faith
be
will
assessor,
offer One Hundred lxmara ror any
George D. Mayes, Santa Rita; Lester undersignedC deputy
at my office, 603 Lincoln avenue on case that It fails to cure. Send for
Jli. iUUUlVltll UIlJlllllv W"" f
hours list of testimonials.
B. Morris, Albuquerque; Daniel Tho- all business days between the
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., ToFebru
m.
5
8
a.
m.
(until
and
p.
mas Myers, Albuquerque; , Slgmund of
Ohio.
ledo,
of re
Sold by all druggists. 75c.
Nahm, Las Vegas; Ben E. Stevens, ary 28th, 1914) for the purpose
accordall
of
property,
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiJ3ast Las Vegas; James Y. Stewart, ceiving returns
84,
Adv.
of
Chapter
to
Rathe
pation.
provisions
tag
Van Houten; Elmer E. Studley,
tion
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United States Land Olfice
Tucumcari, N. M., January 22, 1914.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: That
the State of New Mexico, under and
ty virtue of the act of Congress approved June 20, 1910, hereby makes
pplication for the within described
unappropriated, unreserved, and non- mineral publio lands for the beuefit
Said lands being
of the University.
situated In the County of San Miguel,
State of New Mexico, and more par
ticularly described as follows, it:
Description
of Tracts
Sea Twp. Rng. Mer.
tc-w-

25E N.M.
25E N.M.
25E N.M.
25E N.M.
SSW
Comprising a total area of 200 acres
to protest
All persons wishing
against selection by the State of New
Mexico of the tracts of land above
mentioned, must file their protests
against the said selection In this of
fice on or before the twenty-sevent- h
day of March, 1914.
R. A. PRENTICE,

3WSE'4
NENW

24, 1914.

12N
, 12N
12N
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33
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SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
BROTHERHOOD
N
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
A. M. Regular com- . 102 Meets every Monday night st
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglae avena
third Thursday in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are
J. C. Weita,
each month. Visiting diaMy welcome.
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. ft
vited. Guy M. Cary. VI. M., H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.
CHAPMAN

COLUMN
RATES

fOR

CLASSIFIED

Prs

ADVER

TISEMENTS

Petten, Secretary.

Meets first and third Tues
day evenings each month at Woo
men hall. Visiting brothers cordial
ly invited to attend. C. N. Dougla
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary,

F. O. E.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. S,
pet line tach Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEM PLAR Reg- ordinary words to a line.
4 Tuea- fjt4a.r conclave

Five cent
Estimate tlx
No ad to occupy less space than two
- ,
(ay In each mentk at MaAll advertisements
lines
charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, EL C; Chas. Tamme, Re
without regard to number of words. corder.
Cash In advlnco preferred.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
Register.
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
To Cure a Cold In One Day
Temple at 7:30 p. m. P.
BROMO
LAXATIVE
QUININE
Take
A. Brlnegar, H. P.; F. O.
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
.
Blood, Secretary,
W.
GROVE'S
It fails to cure. E.
sig
nature is on each box. 25c. Adv.
I. O. O. F. LAS VFfiAS l nrifte nn
4. Meets every Monday
evening at.
JEWISH "FARMERS' WEEK"
optics NUMMf main a
their
on Sixth street. All visiting
hall
FedWoodbine, N. J., Feb. 24. The
brethren cordially invited to attend.
eration of Jewish Farmers, which has
Frtedenstine, N. G.: A. T. Roeers
a considerable membership In New
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Mas
Secretary; Karl
York, New Jersey, Connecticut,
sachusetts and several other states, SALESMAN WANTED To loik after wertz, Treasurer; C, V. Hedceock.
Cemetery Trustee.
is holding its annual "farmers week"
our interest in San Miguel and ad
The
pro
program
here.
gathering
jacei t counties. Salary or commis B. P. O. ELKS Meets
second and
vides for lectures on poultry, dairy
sion. Address The Harvey Oil Co.,
fourth Tuesday evening of each
and feed crop topics, as well as
'
Cleveland, O.
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
extensive laboratory and demonstra
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
work.
tion
are cordially Invited. Gov. Win. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon.
Subscribe tor The Optlo.
Secretary,
FOR RENT Two housekeeping rooms.
Inquire 414 Seventh street.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR

0

LGCAL TIME GABD
East Bound
Arrive
7:20 p. m

..

Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

Wanted

President;

A. D.

1

1ft CftZI

GOOD

GET

PRACTICALLY

k

FOR SALE

White Leghorn and Buff
Orpington eggs, 75c per setting.
Mrs. Ben Coles, 712 Grand avenue,

1:35 p. m,

3.

6:40 a. m.
4:30 p. m.
7:00 p. m.

p. m
6:35 a. m
4:20 p..m.....
6:35 p. m.

7.

9....

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-i-

For Rent
RENT Cottage In desirable
neighborhood, newly painted, papered, electric lights. Low rate.
Phone Purple B30L

FOR

Tillman, Flnan

It 's giving you
a present for doing something
i
ny
you a do
way when you
learn how Much

you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the follow-in- g
magazines for one year:
$7.50-I- f

Furniture

JONES-BOWER-

The National Sportsman
The Woman's Home Companion
McGures

M.

1 1

i.

Meets second an.
evening eaci
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Llm Secretary
J. E. R08ENWALD LODGE NO. 54
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
day of the month In the vestry room
uf Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock I
ra. Visiting brothers are cordially is
el ted. Isaac AppeL President; Charl
fireenclay. Secretary.
Thursday

BefcrEMPRESS
FLOUR rtclb is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

23

S

X

SILVER
i FRENCH.
GREY (STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ov
tamed in ma cuy uom

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

Co.

MONUMENT
Albuquerqco, N. M.
215 E. Central

CO

Years Practical Experience.

E. A. JONES

W. W. BOWERS

Professional Health Culture for Lad Is
MRS. OLLIE 8HEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.
Hotel

I

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
A A
SONS'
STANDARD

RENT To lady or gentleman
employed, comfortable, furnished
room; no health seekers, phone
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Purple 6301.
Meet in the Forest ot Brother
txve
at Woodmen oi the World haL
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
board if desired. 710 Grand avenue, on the second and fourth Mondays o
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewan
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Vlsitlm
Montague, Local Deputy.
membera are especially welcooe anr
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
High 'ordlally Invited.
class general merchandise business,
only store in locality; making KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, CO UN- CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
money. Owner must sell because of
arth Thursday In O. R. C. hall.
Address Store,
other Interests.
Pioneer building. Visiting members
Optic office.
are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
AN upright Chickering Piano for sale G. K.; Frank Angel. F. S.
or rent. A big snap. The Rosenthal
FOR

OR

f you use

EMPRESS
FLOUR

L. O. O. MOOSE

fourth

Depart

1... 1:10

BARRED Rock eggs for haicning, 65
cler; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy.
cents per getting of 15. C. A. Mcr 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague,
Millan, phone Olive 5572.
1011 Sixth street,
Assistant

Deputy,
East Las Vegas, N.

Depart

7:45 p. m.
No. 2....
11:59 p. m
No. 4. ...11:54 p. m
2:30 a. nv
No. 8.... 2:25 a. m..
2:00 p. la
1:35 p. ni
No. 10
West Bound

ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
BABY CHICKS, Rhode Island Reds W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
and Barred Rocks. Safe delivery
first and third Mondays of each
guaranteed. Mrs. Geo. Tudor,. Os month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
age City, Kansas.
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- .

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE OPTIC ft

CAFF

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del vary .
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
200 Ibt to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
60 lbs, to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 60 lbs Each Call vary

..

. -- We par 181 Ska,
par 1M Saa.

.....w...25o
..S0c
.......... ..40o

.......BCc

per 1C IBs.
par 1M Iba,
par 181 Ika.

AGUA PDBA COMPANY
C3

Harvesters, Ctorers, and Dlatrlbutora o Katmral Ioa, taa Pant
Lasting Quail tie of Which Have Made Las Vegaa ramoo..
AVENUE

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAI

Romalno
p. m. to 8:30 p. m

Office Hours: 1:30

ATTOKNEYS

.

ANT Ads
Are Best

HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hsnk

lobe

Attomeys-at-La-

Veeas.

New Mexi

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
"
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 13'
East Las Vegas, New Mexico

Classified kli. 8&faa
those who MIGHT EST

Taa! jprofrty
wha reads

U.

ik

Wa

'J

LmJ

.

Safe for Babies, Effective for
ups

Grown-

sub-st'tut-

tta

yoar property

Other.

That's Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. It has the confidence of your
drueglat, who knows it will give you
satisfaction. W. W. Nessmith, States-- i
boro. Ga., says: "I have used Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound in my family and have sold it in my store and
it never fails to cure." Refuse a
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
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CHAMBERLAIN

IS

FOR THE FREE
TOLLS
OREGON SENATOR DIFFERS WITH
WILSON REGARDING THE
ENGLISH TREATY

.

24. - Senate
Feb.
Washington,
George E. Chamberlain is outspoken
iin his opposition to the repeal of that
portion of the Panama canal act
which exempts coastwise vessels from
payment of tolls. He has traveled
along the same road with President
Wilson since the inauguration, but as
to the repeal of the free tolls provision, which is now being championed by the chief executive, the senior
senator from Oregon enters a positive
but diginified remonstrance.
In speaking of the agitation now
going on Senator Chamberlain said:
"It is my opinion that the demand
for the repeal for that portion of the
Panama canal act granting free tolls
to coastwise vessels is inspired, in
the first instance, by the Canadian
Pacific railroad, and this in turn by
railroads of the
the
ruuds have alThese
latter
country.
ways opposed the construction of a
canal. Their emissaries 'were in
Washington to oppose the passage of
the Panama canal act and, having
faljed in that they are now resorting
to the field of diplomacy, ready, if
need be, to plunge the country into
a bloody war to accomplish their purtrans-continent-

pose.

"Suppose the congress yields to the
demands of Great Britain and repeals
the free ttoll clause of the act will
that satisfy her? Not by any means,
for, yielding to this demand, it will
be followed by other insistent demands and amongst these will be use
of canal by railroad-owneships. This
is the real secret behind which the
lines are hiding,
both those in Canada and the United
States.
"If these demands are complied
with it will be insisted that we have
no right to pass our nary through
the canal in time of war; that we
cannot honor our treaty with Panama
with reference to the passage of her
vessels' through the anal; in fact,
that we have no right whatsoever
except to expend about 16 million dollars per annum in the maintenance
and operation of a great national
highway built by American Ingenuity
-- with- - American money
"There Is no question that there
are international complications which
make the subject a delicate one at
this particular juncture, aut a truly
American policy demands that the
Panama act should stand as it was
enacted in spite of these complications, and the United States ought to
maintain its position at any hazard
or cost. ' It is insisted by those who
would repeal the clause that it is in
treaty,
violation of the
ibut the question of treaty violation
was discussed at great length before
the law was enacted, and it was determined by an overwhelming vote in
both' the senate and house that the
enactment of the law was in no sense
of the word a, violation of the treaty.
It is not a party question, but one
of national import.
"Not only was this view taken by
congress, but the then president of
the United States, as well as the secwere
retary of state, both of whom
and are distinguished constitutional
lawyers, maintained the same view,
the first in his approval of the act
as passed, and tlie second in his answer to the protest of Earl Grey. Further than that, the supreme court of
the United States, in passing upon a
treaty provision between the United
States and Great Britain very much
like the one la question, held that it
was not a violation of the terms of
of
the treaty' that the legislature
Texas discriminated in favor of
American vessels engaged dn navigating the waters of that state.
"The consensus of opinion throughout the United States sustains the
view that there is no sound basis
for the argument that the law vioaside
but
lates any treaty obligations,
from the question of treaty stipulations there are compelling political,
military and economic reasons why
the party now in power should not
'
undertake to repeal the free tolls prosusvision, nor, as I view it, even to
pend its operation.
"It eeems to me that the time has
come when we ought to take a firm
stand with Great Britain, as we have
taken with Japan, and inaist upon our
right to control our Internal affairs
d

'

,

"

in whatsoever manner we see fit If
our
we have to fight to maintain
rights we might as well do it now as
yield to ilia demands of every foreign power and practically fetter the

commerce between the United States
and every quarter ot trie globe.
"I believe in peace, but It ought not
to be purchased at the expense of
national integrity and honor. A law
which was enacted at the demand of
the business interests of the whole
country ought not to be disturbed because of the protest of Great Britain
or any other power."
REAL NERVE AND
BODYBUILDING MEDICINE
We believe 'Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion la the best remedy made for toning the nerves, enriching the blood,
building up wasted tissues, renewing
A

health, strength and energy the best
medicine you cair use if you are runnervous and debilitatdown, tired-oued, no matter what the cause. It
doesn't depend for its good effect upon alcohol or
drugs, because it contains none. It may not
make you feel better vn a few hours,
but it will make you feel better, we
8 to sure, just as soon, as the tonic
and food properties it contains havej
a chance to get into the blood and,
through the blood, Into the rest of the
system. Pure Olive Oil and the
have long been endorsed
by successful physicians, but here, for
the first time, they are combined into
one prepraration which, as a nerve-foo- d
and a builder of strength and
health, we ibelieve, has no equal.
If you don'ty feel Well, begin taking
Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion today, and
build your health and uttrengthen your
system against more serious illness.
To convalescents, old people,
puny
children and all others who are weak,
or ailing, we offer Rexall
Olive Oil Emulsion with our personal
promise that, if it doesn't make you
well and strong again, it will cost you
nothing. If we didn't have the utmost
faith in it, we wouldn't offer it with
this guarantee, nor even recommend
it to you. We are sure that once you
have used it you will recommend it
to your friends, and thank us forhav-inrecommended it to you. Sold only
at the more than 7,000 Rexall Stores,
and in this town only by us. $1.00.
E. G. Murphey, corner Sixth and Douglas Sts., East Las Vegas, N. If. Adv.
t,

habit-formin- g

rfjrpo-phosphit-

run-dow- n

g

IOWA LUMBERMEN MEET
Des Moines, la., Feo. 24. The Cen
tral Iowa Retail Lumbermen's association held its nineteenth annual convention in this city today, with Presi
dent G. D. Rose presiding. Many

prominent representative of the trade
were'Tn alendarico from ' Cedar Falls,
Waterloo, Cedar Rapids and other ci
ties of the state.

GIRLS! THICKEN

AND

BEAUTIFY YOUR II Mil
BRING BACK ITS GLOSS, LUSTRE,
CHARM AND GET RID OF
DANDRUFF
To be possessed of a head of heavy,

beautiful hair; soft, lustrous, fluffy,
wavy and free from dandruff is merely a matter of using a little Danderine.
It is easy and inexpensive to have
nice, soft hair and lots of It. Just
got a 25 cent bottre of Knowlton's
Danderine now all drug stores recommend itapply a little as directed
and within ten minutes there will be
an appearance of abundance; freshness, fluffinesa and an Incomparable
gloss and lustre, and try as you will
you cannot find a trace of dandruff or
falling hair; but your real surprise
will be after about two weeks' use,
when you will Bee new hair fine and
downy at first yes but really new
hair sprouting out all over your
scalp Danderine is, we believe, the
only sure hair grower; destroyer of
dandruff and cure for itchy scalp and
it never fails to stop falling hair p,t
once.

If you want to prove how pretty
and soft your hair really Is, moisten
a cloth with a little Danderine and
carefully draw It through your hair
taking one small strand at a time.
Tour hair will be soft, glossy and
beautiful in just a few moments a
delightful surprise awaits everyone
who tries this. Adr,
,ui

or bowels Is a
disagreeable symptom of a torpid
liver. To get. rid of It quickly take
HBRBINE.
It is a marvelous liver
Gas in the etomacn

stimulant and bowel purifier. Price
50c Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

FORMER OFFICIAL ON TRIAL
Montgomery, Ala., Feb. 24. The
case of Theodore Lacy, former chief
clerk of the state convict department
of Alabama, came up for trial here
today. Lacy is accused of embezzle,
INUft
ment. Nearly a year ago he disapi.s'.rii ra
peared, taking with jjfm, it is alieeed,
about $90,000 of the state's funds.
The Antisertiepowder shalcm Into
to
Several weeks ago he returned
' Tt'.y
for a quartet
l.te
surrendered
himself
and
Montgomery
3o.ute
eenturv.
l.
testimonials,
ria
..j
everywhere, 2Se. Sample l'Kli It,.
AeMrcs. All. ti S. Olmsted. J.e ROT, N Y. to the authorities, ife has since been
The Must vvuu put t.
la t" E E
at liberty on ?50,000 bond.
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EACH OTHER

By DONALD ALLEN.

The current of love between Miss
Fanny Drew and Mr. Randolph Aikens was running along so Bmoothly
as to be almost vexatious. Any old
maid or old bachelor will tell you that
a tiff now and then between two peo-plin love adds spice to it
There are people who wonder ii
Adam and Eve quarreled. Of course
they did. They were rushed at each
other even without an Introduction,
and there was no squeezing hands or
walks beneath the silvery moon.
Adam was grouching around the garden by his lonesome when he caught
sight of Eve peeking out from behind
a lilac bush and he called out:
"Here, you woman, come along hew
and quit your fooling!"
It wasn't a fair shake nor a square
deal, and the more one thinks of it
the more he wonders that love is the
sentiment that we find it
"They have been loving and ha
been engaged over a year," said the
mother of the young man ,in this affair, that took place later on thac
Adam's by several years, "and the;
haven't had a falling out yet"
"Then they'll never marry neTer!"
was the reply,
"I'm afraid not"
"Because, when a woman really loves
a man she wants to get in a dig at
him once in awhile!"
"She does."
"She wants to let him know about
twice a month that heMsn't the only
man on this green earth not by a
long shot!"
"That's It"
"And he wants a chance to get Jealous over nothing, and to stump around
and tear down trees and write letters
and call her a perfidious wretch."
"He surely does."
"And after she has' sent him back
his letters and the engage-ring- ,
and
both have lout a heap of sleep and
called themselves Idiots, they come
sneaking around and make up and
love each other twice as well as they

did before."

"That's just it."
"If I was in your place, Mrs. Aikens,
I'd advise 'Randolph to pick a quarrel,
if 1 was the mother of Fanny I'd advise her the same. They'll never get
married if this thing goes on as placid
as molasses running down hill."

No advice was given, however.
It
was not needed.
There Is a divinity
whose job it is to look out that love
matches do not become, too draggy
and insipid, and she hit the trail ol
Randolph Aikens within 40 days aftei
his mother had expressed her worries.
While Miss Fanny Drew was fair to
look upon, and was considered a catch
the young man had no trouble in
shouldering other aspirants aside and
having the field to himself.
Things were jogging along at an
easy gait when the young lady's cousin came on from the west and brought
a Rocky Mountain breeze with him
He was young and happy and handsome, and he had a ranch on which
the cattle were as thick as flies about
a sugar bowl. It was announced by
some
person that he had
come on to marry Miss Fanny and
bear her hence to the land of alkali
If the rufilor was denied no one heard
"
of the denial.
Young Aikens met the "wild and
woolly" and they were introduced anc
shook hands.
wae
The Westerner
breezy. He was a hustler. He talk
ed straight from the shoulder.
He as
serted he was after a bride to shar
the scenery with hira and eat her por
beef that roamed oi
tion of grass-fea hundred hills, and he added that h
gave himself just two weeks to fat
In love, appear before the rniniste-and pack his trunk and scoot for thi
west with his biide on his arm.
in
Young Aikens had a
a gent's furnishing store,' and he could
kind-hearte-

,

n

FORGAVE

d

.

half-intere-

not reconcile

making a donkey of himself He must
be two or three of them, instead of
going back to the girl and "fesslng
up" and having It all over with in half
an hour, he must go round with the
air of a martyr a!ud keep the whole
United States upBet for weeks. He
knows that the girl can't and won't
visit his gent's furnishing store to ask
about a dollar shirt for her father and
make it an excuse for looking at him
in a heart-brokeway and hinting that
she has consumption and not long
to tarry. No, she can't and won't
come, and that's another grouch to
add to his stock. She ought to send
a little note she ought to do this and
that, and he keeps right on the donkey job till Destiny gets mad and
slam-bang-

s

him.

The cousin from the west married a
girl in a village five miles away and'
went home to his steers and his alkali, and of course young Aikens got
the news. That was another grouch.
Why didn't Miss Fanny deny the gossip more vigorously? Why didn't she
roll up her eyes, raise her right hand
and say in a loud firm voice:
"Randolph, I swear to high heaven
I can never lore anybody but thee!"
Had she so sworn? Not by a
Very well; let her suffer for the
omission.
Mr. Aikens' furnishing store closed
at eight o'clock In. the evening. He
always went home by a particular
route. Miss Fanny was aware of this,
but had she thrown herself in bis
way and given him good evening and
a show? Not a blamed throw, and
when he thought it over he fairly
gritted his teeth.
Weeks passed. Then he got the
habit of taking evening walks along
the riverside. He would wander out
on an old dock and Bit on an old barrel and sigh and cusb a couple of
hours and then head for home saying
he didn't care a rap for my girl that
ever wore a hobble skirt
On this night on this particular
night the moon rode high, to be higher than the cost of living. The little
waves of the river lapped at the old
dock, jts they had been trained to do
from infancy. From varipuB quarters
came plaintive wails of the bullfrogs
and now and then a dog barked or an
owl hooted.
It was a night for reflection. It was
a night for a young man who had made
a donkey of himself to sit and think
whether the best dollar shirt could not
be sold for 90 cents and then make 30
per cent, profit? Also to wonder how
he came to do it! Also, to wonder
why some mutual friend didn't take
hold of the matter and make it his
or her business, to bring about a reconciliation!
Also, lots of other
,
things.
A step on the dock!
It was too late in the season for
assassinB.
None of the ministers in
town were given to walking in their
sleep. It was a light step a human
step not that erf a cow. It came on.
It halted beside him. One two,
three minutes the owner of that tftep
watted before whiaporing the name,
"Randolph!".
The young man looked up and gave
a start. It was Fanny !
Never in this world will it be admit
ted that she knew of his presence and
had come to make up. It is a thousand chances to one that she thought
he was up at Troy buying his fall
stock of collars and cuffs. Anyhow,
she was there.
It has been stated that the dock
was old and rickety. It was strong
enough to withstand a fair start, when
he heard his name lovingly whispered,
That dock sighed and groaned and
staggered and went down under the
strain.
Two feet of water and two of mud.
but it was enough. After the lovers
had flopped around for awhile the
girl's life was saved and the young
man climbed out beside her. They
were very wet and very muddy, but
they were very happy. Each had for
given the other, and the collar market
was firm at one for 15 cents, or two
for a quarter.
jug-ful-

l!

silk scarfs with Jack (Copyright, 181!, by th McClure News
paper Syndicate.)
After 30 sec
onds' consideration he concluded U
HAD
HIS REBUKE COMING
hate his cousin.
Five minutes later he had decided t(
quarrel with Miss Fanny, and he be Old Lady Gives Effective Reply to
gan: "Wouldn't it been an act ol
Alleged Smart Remark of Youthconsideration to' have told me yoi
ful Smoker,
were engaged to him?"
"Randolph, what are you talklnj
The youth was puffing away at a
about?" she exclaimed.
pipe, despite the pained expression on
"Your marriage with that steer the old lady's face.
chaser from the west!"
"Young man," she barked, so far
"My cousin? Why do you speak oi as her coughing would perjnlt her,
him In that way? Tom is a breezy "do you know that it's wrong to
whole-soulefellow."
smoke?"
"And you will probably be very hap
"Well," replied the lad as he blew
a wreath of smoke, "I use tobacco for
py with him."
"Have you takon this silly gossip It my health."
earnest?"
"Health!" ejaculated the victim, in
"It may be silly gosBip, but from tb spluttering tones. "Nonsense! You
never heard of anyone being cured by
way he looks at you "
"Why, he's toy own cousin,"
smoking."
"Yes?"
"Yes I have," declared the youth,
"And we used to play together at still puffing away like a furnace chimchildren!"
ney. "That's the way they cure pigs."
',
"Ah!'
"Then smoke away," cried the vic"Mr. Aikens, will you kindly explain tim. "There may be hope for you
what that 'ah' was meant to signify?" yet."
asked the girl as she drew herself up
$4

boots and slouch hats.

d

24, 1914.
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and ceased to smile.
Right of Discovery.
"If you will kindly tell me the date
of the wedding I will be out of town at Budlong) And bo you are really
f
the time and save us both embarrassto Mr. Timid Smlthkins?
Mis& Budlong (quite'provoklngly)-Ye- s,
ment," he replied.
She turned from him and walked
dear;, and I want you to suggest
away, and half a minute later he was something sweet and tender to go in
kicking himself for a born fool. There my engagement ring.
was the "tiff," that his mother was
Envious Contemporary If I ware
hoping for, and from the looks of In your place I'd just have the simple
things it would last considerably long- word "Eureka." Puck.
er than a full moon. Randolph had
Capable Couple.
the quarrel, as
deliberately provoU-s"A capable couple."
he had to admit to himself, and it
"So?"
there was any feeling of satisfaction
It rested with some one else.
"Yea, he is furnishing the houhe by
The trouble- - with a lover in cases of means 'of tobacco coupons, and site
this sort is that ho is not content with la decorating it with bridge t;rUeg,"
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Cut Prices are no Higher

Than Before

1.90

UY NOW
r

rets
As-

Reservati6ns-Lar- ge

sortment fine colorings

unique patterns-a- ll

prices.
These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for, home use or gifts.

ILFELD COMPANY

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

vcry Women Is Proud to be
..

WH

t.

a good baker. It is a natural instinct. And every
woman can bake well if
she will use our flour. It
is so skillfully blended, so
perfectly milled, that even
the inexperienced have
success with it from.the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.

PURE QUILL
or OUR PRIDE

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills
2
If it may be termed a science

The

Science of
Selling
Farms

must

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers.

To reach this

class in the southwest usa the

OPTIC

IllllfIf WANT

At

COLUMNS
as

fe

At ifee

of

ie Best of Everylliloo Eatila

Beardsiey's Shredded Cod
Fish, Fish Flakes, Izumi Crab Meat, Deviled Crabs,
Ready

Cod-Fis-

Clams, Minced Clams, Shrimps, Salmon, Oysters,
Mackerel in Tomato Sauce, Kippered IlerrinjJ and

'Sardines in oil, mustard and deviled,; Also Salt,
Smoked and Fresh Fish Daily,
-:-

11
m at

i kJ

Hjs

lamps at 6:21

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

MUTUAL MOVIES

ll
If

BRIDGE STREET

"THE RETURN OF HELEN REDMOND,"

Two-ree-

l

Drama.

10

"THE

GUSHER,"

feature

American
v,

Keystone Comedy.

PATIIE WEEKLY HAN TO

tion for the government.
The sites viewed sy the inspector
are
as follows: The location approved
Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Hje, aged '".TAKE PICTURES HEBE by the committee of the East and
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
West sides several months ago. This
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv,
WILL GET VIEWS OF WILD WEST is located on part of the property on
Douglas avenue occupied by the First
EXHIBITION AT THE FORLoBt A gold watch, a chain .and a
church, and is central to
Presbyterian
E RANCH
SYTH
pin and a gold bracelet. Finder re
both sides of the river. The three
turn to The Optic office and receive
An operator for the Pathe Weekly corners of Eighth street and Douglas
reward. Adv.
will arrive in Las Vegas tomorrow avenue, the site occupied by the La
Voz plant
the only corner on
Lost New Year's eve, between night to take pictures of a wild west which a bid being
was not submitted to the
exhibi
and
carnival
broncho
busting
opera house and 328 Grand avenue,
The lots on Douglas be
- government
child's chain and white pendant with tion which, will occur at the old For- tween Eleventh and Twelfth streets
Thurs
near Los Alamos
chip diamond, monogram N. B. C. sythe ranch
These are occupied by houses, which
day. Phil H, LeNoir, secretary of the
Suitable reward. Adv.
toe removed should the site be
will
y. M.
"
A,, this morning received
accepted. The lots on theo orner of
Ve a telegram from the Pathe firm's of- Twelfth street and
Work on the Romeroville-La- s
Douglas avenue
gas highway is nearly completed and fice at Denver to that effect When occupied by the Rogers blacksmith
in
Denver
LeNoir
a
month ago Mr.
the last culvert was put in place yeschop. The corner of Tenth street and
terday. The road is open for travel became acquainted with the Pathe Douglas avenue, on the south side of
and is reported to be in. excelent Weekly operator and told him it Douglas and the west side of Tenth.
would be worth his while to come
shape.
This is directly across the street from
here and take some views. Mr. Le
the committee site.
Adventures of Katfily:i," Noir also has written the man sev
"The
fourth installment, will be shown to- eral times, and the telegram 'that he
PIANO OWNERS
night atbaPhotoopIay. theater for will be here tomorrow is the result of
In justice td Mr.' Franklin jTwish to
theJaftime, This is a wonderful the correspondent ..
state that he ls connected, .with the
The pictures taken toy the Pathe Starr Piano
chapter of the interesting continued
company and his work cn
people here will be of real advertis- my
story of the movies.
is satisfactory
Mrs. Chas.
piano
ing value, as everp ibody who attends Kohn. Adv.
alThe Woman's Club of Las Vegas the movie shows kaow3 that tliey
tomorrow
nieet
will
afternoon ways label their views "Kiev, Russia,"
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS
a2:30 o'clock in the Commercial club Washington, D. C.," or any other Notice is hereby given that he tax
rooms. AU members urged to be place where the pictures happen to loll for A. D. 1913- has been received
present. The executive committee of be taken. The ones taken here will in the treasurer's office. The first
meet
2
will
at
o'clock
club
for be labeled "Las VegaB, N. M."
the
half of the 1913 taxes are now due
The wild west carnival and broncho and became
important business.
delinquent on February
busting exibibtion will be staged by 16, subject to a penalty of 1 per cent
The refuse pile located eouth of Butch" Jones and a company. (of
EUGENIO ROMERO,
per mouth.
this city on the Santa Fe trail will cowboys. It will be worth seeing.
Treasurer
and Collector.
be burned in a short time and all rePresident W. P. Southard of the
maining signs of the dump pile re- Commercial
this
club announced
NOTABLE CARTOON LECTURE
moved. The county commissioners morning that he desires 100 automoThe meeting in the Y. M. C. A. Sunsay that any one found using this bile loads of spectators to see the day afternoon foremen and
boys, adplace for a dump hereafter will be wild west show and oe photographed dressed by Mrs. Maude Greene, the
prosecuted to the full extent of the by the Pathe man. If possible, he noted Icartoonist and lecturer, was
law.
would like to have the occasion ob- well attended and
greatly enjoyed.
served, as a holiday aud have Las Ve- She vividly portrayed the blighting
Tonight at the Browne there will be gans hold a general picnic at the effect of the cigarette, the curse of
shown "The Battle of Ojinaga," a Foray the ranch all day.
Everybody rum and the subtle beginnings and awwonderful Mexican war picture in who is
to go, and especially ful evils of gambling. willing
several reels. These pictures were those
The evening lecture at the union
having automobiles, are requesttaken on the battle field by an oper- ed to communicate with the
secretary meeting in the Baptist church, under
more
nerve
than
ator with
copimon of the Commercial club, Leo
Tipton, the auspices of the W. C. T. P., was
sense, but who succeeded in getting tonight or tomorrow.
given to a packed house. Her first
in
some excellent views of the troops
picture of the lighthouse was beautiaction.
ful in execution and sublime in appreFLES1G KEEPS HIS
ciation to Christ as the light of the
This evening at the Commercial
world.
e
dance will be
club rooms a sleepy-eyOPINION A SECRET
given by a number of young men of
CLYDE SMITH DEAD
the city. This promises to 'be an enThis morning at about 7:30 o'clock,
joyable affair. All members of the
Clyde Smith, a resident of Kansas
club and the young society crowd are FEDERAL SITE INSPECTOR LOOKS
City, Mo died at the banta Fe hosAT
VARIOUS
LOCATIONS
afinvited to attend the dance. . The
pital, following an Illness of several
IN SILENCE
fair will begin at 9 o'clock. Music
months. Smith was 22 years of age.
will start promptly at that hour, as
J. H. Fleming, site inspector for the He had been a resident in Las Vegas
everybody is tired out as the result
for the past four months, coming here
of the big dance last night.. This treasury department, who has been in from Kansas
City for his health.
Las Vegas for the purpose of examinwill be the last dance until after
Smith's
Samuel Smith of
father,
ing sites for the proposed federal
Kansas City, Mo", arrived here last
Ibuilding, today completea his work
week and will accompany the body of
JI. J. Darst, who arrived last night and will leave this evening.
his son to Kansas City tomorrow
to
In
selection
a
the
of
regard
site,
from Bloomington, Ills., has made arnight.
rangements to open a boot and shoe Mr. Fleming tui afternoon stated that
was
he
unable
to
express himself in
manufacturing establishment in the
Subscribe for The optic.
room in the Duncan opera house the matter as the final decision must
come
from
the treasury department
block formerly occupied by the Ward
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY '
barber B'hop. Mr. Darst is the manu- officials. However, aside from the
facturer, of the Aferton and Vancel fact that Mr. Fleming would make no
shoes. Jfle worked for eight years as statement as to which site he favor- LOST A gold watch chain and pin,
also: a plain gold bracelet last night
designer for the W. L. Douglas com- ed, appearances are that he is satisnear Twelfth street Finder repany and has had considerable other fied with the site near the Presbyterturn to Optic office. Reward.
experience. H.e will do repair work ian church, selected by the joint comas well as manufacturing. Mr. Darst mittee of Las Vegas and East Las
Vegas some time ago. '
says he has come here to locate
Yesterday afternoon a meeting was
held at the Commercial clnb rooms
There is a certain prominent busi- for the information of Mr. Fleming.
ness man in Las Vegas who always It was attended by citizens' from both
purchases two tickets to the E. Ro- sides of the river. The general opinmero Hose and Fire company's Wash- ion was strong for the site on Douglas
avenue in the vicinity of the Presbyington's Birthday balL for which he
pays $25. In return for this courtesy terian church. The purpose of the
the firemen always reserve two seats meeting was to inform Mr. Fleming
for hia use. Last night these seats as to the sentiment of the citizens.
This morning a meeting was held at
were appropriated by another in Spite
of the firemen's protest. As the liber- the court house on the- West side. It
al business man failed to show up at is said to have been called by John
IX W. Veeder and
Margarita Romero.
the dance unpleasantness was avoided.
The firemen asked to have this ex- Mr. Veeder was a member of the
the site finalplanation published, as several people committee that selected
heard the argument between the usher ly approved by citizens of Greater Las
and the people who appropropriated Vegas. A resolution was passed recommending two sites satisfactory to
the seats.
West side folk. First choice was
AEOUND SATISFACTION
the site on the corner of Twelfth
street and National avenue, and as a will be the result of your pnrchase if
.1
VAULT AND CESSPOOL j second choice the site on the corner
it comes from us
of Twelfth street and Douglas avenue
was named. It is understood that Mr.
REMEMBER: Oar Name on the Box
Veeder has an option on at least one
i
means a Lot
of these sites.
Those desiring- work' done
However, regardless of any resoluj will please call on or
phone
tion or action taken by the citizens,
A. W. Patlerscn,
the site inspector has the right to
choose the location be considers best
Las Vpjjas Transfer Co.
for both towns. Undoubtedly, howev523 Sixth Street
Phone Main 43
er, he will endeavor to please the
greater number, if ho can. do so and
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It's a better car sold at a

l!

I

I

lowerprice. Under all condi-tion- s
In every country the
v. Ford has proven itself the one
car that will meet every test.
And In first and after costs it
saves money for its owner.

at the same time make the best selec

-

For Lent we Hslvo
All

Light automobile
this evening.

MtMMBMVM

!

.

the Ford F. 0.. B. Las Vegas,
Get catalog and parcomplete with equipment.
ticulars from '

$615 is the price of

LAS VEGAS FORD SALES CO.

Phone Vegas 424

C

OTiJO dla

CHILES

PROGRAM TONIGHT

I

Trees pruned see Thornhill, Prun
lng trees and fixing gardens. Phone
Purple 5352. Adv.

Recent heavy storm in California have greatly
the fruit on the trees. Prices will likely be much higher

Direct from the Indian

1914.

Adv.

20 to 60c
15c Dozen
Tangerines
Larger Tangerines 30c Dozen

Steams

24,

AT THE

Afternoon and evening gowns.
and up. Mrs. Davis, 414 Columbia.

S3.50

By the box
By the Half box
By the Dozen

LOpAL NEWS

FEBRUARY

iltii & HA YVMRD CO. S

I!

ill

CLEANING
-

3

Em

Jvk

MOST MEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Fatf of Main
Q E3 OH pf"""1"1
t

See Us for Your Early Spring

Requirements
GARDEN HOSE in guaranteed qualities
Now is the time to start watering
yoir

lawns

BEST GOODS AT LOWEST PRICES

J.

C.

Johnsen Bard
Son

"COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS'

Jefferson Reynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President
HaUot Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N.

M.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus anil Undivided Profits, $23,000.
Iri every

of Banking we
to
give the best of service
Prepared

department

0:are

Interest; Pssia cn Time Deposits"
ROBBED

MUSIC STORE
'

Feb;
Baltimore, Md
masked robbers 'entered the Academy
of Music, In North Howard street, last
night, overpoweita'tHe Wilfeman, blew
open the office gafb and "'got away
with between $5,000 and '$6,000, leaving thvwaichman tied to a post in
the auditorium.
!ftetward4
the
cracksman broke Into a cigar, store
adjoining the theater iand' stole a
number of expensive, pipes,-- , The robbers left no clue.
;"
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STATE TROOPS WIN
Cajfe Haitien, Feb. 21 The government troops today'; recaptured from
the rebels the town, of Trou, south of
LImerte.
The victorious army continued its march toward Ouanaminthe,
where the rebels under Senator Da.vil-ma- r
Theodore took refuge when they
fled from Cape Haitien. At the same
time a detachment of government
troops commanded by General Carlos
Zamor
by sea to attack
Fort Liberte.
'

CENTENARY OF SCULPTOR
Boston, Feb. 24. In art circles ut

this city today was recalled as th
of the birth
the noted
in Leyden,
Mr. Brown
was the designer of the statute of
George Washington, which is a conspicuous figure, in Union Square, New
York City. His statue of De Witt
Greenwood cemetery,
Clinton, in
Brooklyn, was the first bronze Btatue
ever cast in the United States,

one hundredth anniversary
of Henry Kirke Brown,
sculptor, who was born
Mass., February 24, 1814.

WOULD AVOID TAX

Washington, Feb. 24. A new plan
for good road development in the
public land states without direct tax
upon either federal or state treasuries, was proposed In a bill today by
Senator Fittman of Nevada. Money
from the salo of 10 per cent of the
surveyed public lands in each state
would be used for building trunk

